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SUMMARY
The boundary conditions for low+spect~atio wings are approxi–
mately satisfied by a twtiimens ional vortex sheet that extends to
infinity fore and aft. Since the dowmwash is constant fore and aft, --
the boundary condition that no flow passes through the wing or flat
plate is satisfied simply by the familiar downwash integral used in
line-theory loading methods. A theory is developed herein, based on
the foregoing principle which (for SU1l aerodynamic qngles and for
plan forms that have all points of the trailing edge at or behind the
upstream line of maximum span] will predict the spanwise loading due to
arbitrary spanwise angle+f-attack distribution, including (1) uniform
angle of attack, (2) that induced by rolling, (3) spmwise variation of
twist or caniber,and (4.)that due to deflection of arbitrary control
surfaces of low aspect ratio. The spanwise loadings are independent of
the plan forms considered.
It is found for plan forms having unswept trailing edges that the
spanwise loading distribution depends only on the slope of the region
at the wing trailing edge. Thus, In the limit case of zero aspect ratio
of wings and control surfaces, the spanwise loading is independent of *he
position of the hinge line along the wing chord. h addition, the total
loading due to any chordwise caniberdistribution depends only on the -
slope at the wing trailing edge, provided the curvature at the trailing
edge is span as compared with the slope.
From considerations of the linearized-compressible-flowequation,
the aero@namic values given by zero-as~ct-ratio theory are also those
of moderat=spect+atio wings at the speed
applicable for low values of the product of
pressibility parameter and aspect ratio.
INTRODUCTION
of sound. The results are
the Prandtl+lauert com
The aerodynamic characteristics of pointed+?ing plan forms with
aspect ratio approaching zero have been considered by R. T. Jones
0 (reference 1) and extended by H. S. Ribner (reference 2) to include all
.
*
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the stability derivatives for the pointed triangular wing. The triangw
lar wing of references 1 and 2 is treated on.the assumption that the
flow potential in planes at right singlesto the long axis of the airfoil
is similar to the corresponding two-dimensional potential. This theory
gives”the surface loading for the flat plate and canbe extended to the
computation of all the important aerodynamic characteristics.
Reference 3 obtains surface loadings for swept wings with the
linearized-compressible-flowequation of supersonic theory, which, at
the speed of sound, results in equivalent @an forms that have zero
aspect ratio. Reference 3 gives the lift coefficient and induced drag
for a iauge of constant+hord swept wings, which results are applicable
for lowaspect~atio swept wings throughout the speed range and moderate
aspect~atio wings at the speed of sound.
A theory for the rectangular wing of low aspect ratio has been given
byW. Boll.ay(reference 4). This work considers the flow leaving the
side edges of the plate at all angles of attack and thus approximates the
early separation occurring on blunt plan forms. The results indicate
that lift varies nonlinearly with angle of attack as.as~ct ratio becoms
small. It can be assured by the theory of reference 1 that the flow
sticks to the plate, an assumption which is more valid for pointed than
for blunt plan forms since loading is continually generated on the swept
lead- edge. Thus, lift vwies Mnearlywith angle of attack for a
greater range of angle of attack for the pointed than for the blunt plan
form*
There has been, up to the present, no published work presenting
control-surface and twist effects for low-aspect%atio wings or for
moderate-aspect~atio wings at sonic speeds. The primry purpose of the
present report is to extend the theory of reference 1 to provide a mans
of predicting aerodynamic characteristics resulting from the deflection
of arbitrary control surfaces of low aspect ratio on low-spectvatio
wings. Since the linearized-compressible+flowequation indicates that
low values of the product of the Erandtl+lauert ~ramster and aspect
ratio are satisfied by low-aspec~tio theory, the results will be
applicable throughout the speed re&e for low-as_pc&ratio wings and at
sonic speeds for mderate-aspect~atio wings.
SYMBOIS
A aspect ratio (b2/S)
an coefficients of the trigonometric series for spemwise loading
b wing span measured perpendicular to the plane of symmetry, feet
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wing chord, feet~
()
&lift due to angle of attack ~a , @r radian
lift due to control+urface deflection
()
‘~
, per radiau
rolling mom3nt
rolling mment
per radian
due to rolling [*I ,per radian
()
*2
due to control+urface deflection ~ ,
(wing lift coefficient ‘da~s1ifi )
roll-merit coefficient
(w
roll moment
qSb )
local lift coefficient
(
local lift
qc )
induced drag coefficient
(
induced dra
qs
‘)
()Ctcspanwise loading coefficient ~b or dimm.sionless
()
r
‘\
circulation
E
Mach nuniber
integer
rate of
rolling
coefficients of loading series
rolling, radians per second
hel+.xangle, radians
fre=tream dyLm3ic pressure, pounds per square foot
wing area, square feet
free+tream velocity, feet per second
%@mtities masured paralleltothe plane of symetry.
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induced velocity, normal to the wing, positive for downwash,
feet per second
lateral coordinate yrtaining to
root perpendicular to plane of
lateral coordinate pertaining to
loading, masured from wing
symmtry, feet
downwash, feet
constant spanwise emgle of attack, radiansl
variable spanwise angle of attack, radiansz
wing root angle of attack when total lift equals zero,
radians~
compressibility parameter (~)
spanwise circulation, feet squared per second
arbitrary control-surfaceangles for each semispan, radiausl
wing twist relative to root chord, radiansl
(-)
dimensionless lateral coordinate pertaining to loading ~
b/2
dimensionless lateral coordinate pertaining to downwash
semispanwise center-of~ressure location
parameter defining positiau of control-arface spanwise edge,
radians .
taper ratio
(
tip chord
root chord)
sweep-angle parameter, positive for sweepback
(
tin-x tan A
)P’
degrees
Subscripts
integer pertaining to span station
%ee footnote 1, page 3
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a ailerons
f flaps
‘I!lmCwFaR WIGS OF ZERoAsmqc RATIO
Plan+orm Range and Boundary Conditions
The surface loading on a whg can be represented by a vortex sheet.
The vortex+heet distribution over the surface of the low~spec-tio
triangular wing is pictured in figure l(a). As the aspect ratio
approaches zero the distribution of figure l(a) becoms the simple tw-
dimensional fore and aft vortex distribution pictured in figure l(b).
Verious wings having unswept trailing edges and approaching zero aspect
ratio are pictured in figure 2. The vortex distributi~ of these wings
are (similar to the wing of figure l(a)) fncreas~ly approximated by
the tw~nsional vortex distribtiion of figure l(b) as aspect ratio
approaches zero. Hence, as aspect ratio approaches zero, the downwash
normal to the wing, due to the vortex sheet of the wing, approaches
that due to a twtiimensional. vortex sheet. The plan+’ormbom@ary - “
conditions that there be no flow thrmgh the plate can be easily satis-
fied by the twtiimensional vortex sheet because the downwash tithe
longitudinal direction is constant. The spanwise loading distribution
is equal to the vortex strength distribution tithe sheet.
From the linearized+ompressible-flow equation, the aerodynamic
characteristics of wings approach those given by zero aspct ratio as
the wing nears the sped of sound. The compressibility equation
requires that the longitudinal coordinate of a point b the plan form
effectively increase as 1/$. With this condition (referred to as the
Prandtl transformation), wings approach zero aspect ratio in the sam
manner as those depicted in figure 2, Thus, at the speed of sound, plan
forms having unswept trailing edges and mderate aspct ratios will also
have their boundary conditions satisfied by the two+l-nsional vortex
sheet.
The tw~imensional vortex sheet can satisfy boundary conditions on
the whg downstream from- chordwise angl~f+xktack changes such as
those due to control surfaces and canber. h the case of a localized
change in angle of attack, the loading will actually be developed in a
region near the bend in the wing surface, and in this region the
boundary condition will not be satisfied by the simple two-dim3nshnal
vortex sheet. However, all loading changes that occur in any region of
the wing sre taken into account by the strength of the trailing vortex
sheet, which must take up the confi@ratfon to satisfy the boundary
conditions along the relatively infinite wing chord downstream. Thus$
for wings of zero aspect ratio having unswe@ trailtng edge, the loading
depends only on the final angle of’attack attained by the wing in the
region of the trailing edge, provided the curvature of the wing chord is
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small in ratio to the slopel The spinwise loading distribution is then
hdependent of the chordwise location or distribution of a control-
surface hinge line in the limiting case of zero aspect ratio or for
moderate aspect ratio at the speed of sound. Also, for such wings, the
total wing bading dueto any chordwtse distribution of caniberdepends
only on the final angle of attack of the wing in the region of the
trailing edge, provi~ed the ratio of curvature to slope is smll in this
region.
Plan forms that a~rcxmh zero as~ct ratioby the Prandtl trans-
formation, having other thananunswept trailing edge, can have the
boundary condition satisfied by the two-dimnshnal vortex sheet, pro-
vided all points of the trailing edge remin at or behind the upstream
line of mximmwing span. However, for these plan forms, the two-
dimensicmal vortex sheet will only satisfy lmmdary conditions of
chordwise changes in mgle of attack that are at or ahead of’a span=
wise line through the maximum upstream point of the trailing edge. The
reason for the Mmitation of wing plan forms is that the two+imnsicmal
vortex sheet is applied to the full span of the wing and, if a trail~
edge fmdentation exists ahead of the upstream line of Imximum span} part
of the wing loading would be off the wing. The limitation for the
chordwise changes h angle of attack is because, if a chordwise change
in angle of attack with 8 resultlng load change occurs aft of any point
of the wing trailing edge, the application of the two-dimnsional.
vortex+heet boundary conditions as used herein would give wing loading
off the wing. Figures s(a) and s(b) indicate the Mmitatians for two
plan forms. The spanwise loading is independent of chordwise dmnge of
angle of attack in the shaded area of figures s(a) and s(b), and depends
only on the final angle of attack attained at the line through the
maximum upstream point of the trailing edge. The theory limitations
require that the ~le of attack of the wing surface, which is not shaded
in figures 3(a) and s(b), remain equal to the singleof attack attained
at the line bordering the two surface regions.
Figures h(a) and h(b) show swept wings approaching sero as-pet ratio
by modification of plan form in another way than that due to the Frandtl
transformation. With the lead~dge sweep angle constant, the chord .is
assmd to approach infinity. The twedimensicnal vortex sheet can
satisfy the boundary conditions for all such wings if the aspct ratib Is
made small in such a way that the leading4ge angle re~lns constant ad
ti the range -/2 > ALOE. < s/2.
In summation, the plan forms for which the boundary conditions are
satisfied by the two-dfmmional vortex sheet for zero=aspect-retio W* 8,
or moderate-aspect+at io wings at the speed of sound, include:
1. AU wings having an unswept trailing edge. (Spanwlse loading
is independent of chordwise angle-of-attack changes, depend-
ing only on the angle of attack of the trailing edge,
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provided the curvature at the trailing edge is srmll cob
pared with the slope. The control-surfacehi&e line can
have any position on the wing chord.)
2. Those wings having swept trailing edge where every point of
the trailing edge is at or behind the upstream line of
.
maximum wing span. (For the plan-form region at or ahead
of the spsnwise line through the maximum forward position
of the trailing edge, the spanwise loading is independe~t
of chordwise angl~f-e,ttack changes, depending only on the
constant chordwise angle of attack of the region at or
behind the spanwise line. The control-surfacehinge line
can have any position on the wing chord at or ahead of the
spanwise line.)
The twmlimensional vortex theory employed herein is limited to
unseparated flow, that is, flow that does not leave the wing surface
along the chord. This requires that, for low”aspect ratios, the aerody–
namic angles be small. The extent that the aerodynamic results for
control-surfacehinge lines perpendicular to the air stream and blunt
wings deviate from assumptions of the linearized+ompressible-flow
equation at the speed of sound is not kown. However, the aerodynamic
results from the linearized theory for these cases are included in the
present report since the results
plan-form range considered. The
of the chordwise location of the
ratio control surfaces.
are independent of plan form for the
spanwise l~ading is also independent
control-surfacehinge llne for lowaspect-
Solution of Boundery titegral Equation
Downwash due to the tic-dimensional vortex sheet.- The boundary
condition that.must be satisfied is that there be no flow through the
surface of the airfoil. The downwash induced ~ the wing at, end normal “.
to, the wing suxface is thus equal to the upwash no-l to the wing
surface and experienced by the wing for a given angl~f%ttack distribu–
tion and free-stream velocity.
The downwash due to a two-dimensional vortex sheet that extends to
infinity fore and aft is givenby
.
w(y) = ~
f
b/2 r!(;) d7
~ -b/2 Y-F
(1)
With the assumption that the flow sticks to the wing plate, then the two-
dimeneional vortex sheet is at an angle of attack a and w(y) is the
induced velocity normal to the wing plate. The upwash normal to the wing
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surface and experienced by the wing is equal to V sin a(y) where
a(y)
tion
With
is the spanwise angl~fattack distribution. The boundary condi-
becomes
w(y) =V sins(y) (2)
the dimensicmless rel.atians
equation (1) becoms with equation (2) and for small values of a(y)
d~ (3)
Fourier series solutionof equatim (3).- Equation (3) gives the
relation between the spanwlse angle-of+zttack distribution and the span-
wise loading. Solution of the Integral equation (3) for any spanwise
distribution of angle of attack can give the vortex-strength distrib-
tion and thus the spanwise loading. The solution of equation (3) canbe
obtained by a method similar to those of ving+ection W lift~line
theories.
The loading canbe givenby the trigonometric series
Ce
G(cP) = I an Sin nq
n=l
then
m
Gf(CP)= Ln an COS nq
n=l
(4)
(5)
T
.
Equation (3) becomes with ~= cos ~ and q = cos QV
fmGt(q)dqI
a(cp~)= :
~ C%m q%ot3 cp~
n=l
The fol..lowingintegral is derived in reference 5:
I
z
Cos .fisinncp~
COB qHos tp~ sin qlv
o
Equations (6) and (7) give the so~ution of equation (3) as
(6)
(7)
(8)
Equation (8) relates the boundary oonditions of the plan form with
the unlmown spanwise load distribution. The boundary conditions are that
the upwash e~erienced by the plan form across the span, given by
a((p~),equals the downwash created by the circulation given by the series.
The solution of equation (8) requties only that values of an be found
that are independent of q~.
Equation (8) can be written as (omitting the subscript v since ~
is continuous)
a(q) sinq =
which suggests the sine series of
for a function f(~) is given by
w
I n an sin nq (9)
.=1
the Fourier series. The Fourier series
m
f(q) = ‘sIIDsinncp
L1
n=l
10
where
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then
.
Let
%=%
J*n=_L am a(q) sin q sfn nqxtpo
.
The Fourier series repeats the function f(cp) periodically for every
2m interval. In the present problem we are interested only in the
interval from O to Y(;then equation (12) becoms
(lo)
(11)
(1’)
(13)
With equation (13), the ~ values of the loading series given by
equation (4) can be found for arbitrary angle-of~ttack distribution.
Evaluation of an Coefficients
The spanwise loading series coefficients can be evaluated for any
reasonable function a(q). Functions a(Q) that produce additional
loading due to constant angle of attack, loading due to rolling, basic
loading due to twist for zero total lift, and spanwise loadimg due to
control+mrface deflection will be considered. The an coefficients
that are determined can be inse@ed in equation (4) to obtain the
spanwise loading distribution.
Additional loadi~.- For additional loading the upwash e~rienced
by the wing is constant spsnwise md equal to Va, or a(q) = a. Equa-
tion (13) gives .-
.
.
11
d
.
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then
an = a for n=l
an = O for n+l
1
(14)
“Loadingdue to rolling.– For damping in roll the vertical velocity
experienced by the wing is proportional to the distance from the wing
midsection and the rate of roll, or equal to -py = –V (pb/2V) V, or
a(p) =-(pb/2V) COS~. Equation (13) gives
-—
n=- “J Cos (p Sinql sin ?q@
o
then
~ . -(pb/2V) for n=2
4
~ = O for n+2
1
(15)
Basic loading.- Basic loading is due to twist and/or”spanvise
change in cader where, for zero aspect ratio, the caniberis the slope
of the midcatier line at the region of the wing trailing ed~s. As
distinguished from additional loading, the integral of the basic loading
over the span is equal to zero, or CL = O. It willbe shown that CL
is proportional to al hence for ~ = Oj al = c). ?@us,tion (13) gives
for n=l, and al = O.
(16)
Lqt
a(q))= a=r + E(q) (17)
1
where ar is the augle of attack of the wing root chord for CL = O,
and e(q) is the wing twist relative to,the wing root chord. Equation
(17) in (16) gives
With ~ constant, equation (13)
e(q) sin2 qdp (18)
becomes with al = O for n>l
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(19)
The an coefficients for basic loading can be determined from
equation (19) for arbitrary spanwise twist. The angle of attack of the
wing root chord, for total lift equal to zero, is given by equation (18).
Basic load@q due to linear twist.- All the possible variations of
twist with sparecannot be ~esented here. An example of the use of
equations (18) and (19) for the case of linear washout or washln can
readily be shown. For this case
where co is a cbnstant giving the total twist at the wing tips rela-
tive to the root. A positive or negative value of e. gives washout
or washin, respectively.
Equation (18) gives
-@.
f
x/2
-@.
%=- n’ Cos (p Sinz,ql lm=’y
o
Equation (19) gives
for n>l
-R (Jit/2 J Yran=* cos q sincp sinqxlq - )Cos Cpsin (pSinnqdqlo ‘fi~z
then
an = O for n=2
. an = -4eo sin (nfi/2)
fin(n~ ) for n >2 }
(20)
(21)
Two arbitrary control surfaces.- Two control surfaces that can
(1) have any position on the wing span, (2) have unlike control-smace
spans, and (3) be deflected differently can be pictured as follows:
.NACA TIT!201.1
where e’s are
edges; and 51
.
arbitrary w~pan positions of the control+mrface
and 82 are arbitrary control+urface deflections
measured parallel to the plane of symmetry.
Then in equation (13)
a(q) =0 fro?nc$=o toel
a{ Cp)= 51 from (31 to 92
a(q) =0 from 82 to es
a(Q) = & from e3 to e4
a(q) =0 from e~ to Yi
.
2B~ 92
r
252 e4
an=~ sillcpsinrqldcp+~ r sin qlsinnqdql
431 LJg~
for n=l
al=?
{[
51 e.#l- 1“@--f-3J+
[
& (34-+33-*(sin 2e4-%3in 2es)1
for n >1
an=& {[51 Cos el Shl nel-cos (32
1n(sin f31cos n8~*in ~a cos nflz) +
[
82 cos eS sfi tiS-COS e4 sw IM34 -
n(sin es cos II&Sin e4 cos I@4 ) 1)
1
sin Ilez -
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Symmetric spanwise distribution of two control surfaces.- Two
control surfaces distributed symmetrically on the wing span can be
pictured as
For this case
e4=fi-el
ea =Yt - e2
then equaticm (22) gives
for n>l 1’
a.=~Fose’s~@’-ose2s~~’23)
1
n(sin el C08 nel-sti e2 cos ne2) 1 J
Inboard control surfaces.- Two inboard control surfaces of’equal
span can be pictured as
.
-.
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For this case 02= ~ aad equation (23) gives
for n=l
al = Q9fi-2e=+sin 2eJ
for n>l 1(24)
-2(51+2 Cos m) m
an =
(
n cos
)J
~+cos6~sinn91-n sin elcOstil
sm(n~l )
Outboard control surfaceq.- Two outboard control surfaces of equal
span can be pictured as
A
5152 Y
, I
St ?7/2 e2 o
For this case el-4, and equation (23) gives
for n=l
for n>l
}
(25)
2(51+2 Cos ml)
an =
m( n2-1)(
cos e2 sti S- S- 82 cos M2 )J
.
.
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Aerodynamic Characteristics in Terms
of the w Coefficients
ti the foregoing sections the loading series coefficients were
found for the several types of spanwise loading. In the following
section aerodynamic characteristicswill be found that are applicable
to any of the loading series coefficient of the types of loadings con-
sidered.
The aerodynamic characteristics in terms of the ~ coefficients
are tabulated as follows:
Loading distribution.-
(2(q))
Lift coefficient.-
&
CL= ~joG(q)
Roll- mmt coefficient.-
(4)
(26)
Induced drag coefficient,- To find the induced drag, use canbe
made of the principles of Munk (reference 6), in which the total induced
drag is found by considering the inclination-ofthe lift vector at an
angle equal to on~lf the ratio of the downwash in the wake to the
free-stream velocity. The downwash emgle in the wake is givenby
equation (8).
(28)
.NACA
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Semispuwise center of pressure for the right wing pm el.-
o’ even n
Semisywise center of pressure for the left wing panel.-
17
(29)
(30)
even n
With equations (4) and (26) through (30) t&e loading distribution,
coefficient, rolling moment, induced drag, md spanwise center of
pressure cm he found for additional, rollingj-basic, or control~urface
loadings considered in the preViOUS section. For convenience, the
equations giving the aerodynamic characteristics due to the various type
loadings are tabulated in table 1.
kelations for the Various Types of Loadings
Combination of the typeS of loadings.- The loading series coeffi-
cients are additive for various types of loading as implied by equa-
tion (13). The type of loading is determinedly the angle~f~ttack
function, and summation of the angl~fattack functions is equivalent
to the sumnmtions of the loading series coefficients. Thus, all aero-
_c characteristics tkt depend linearly on the an coefficients
are additive. AS tidicatedby equations (4), (26), and (27), loading
distribution, lift coefficient, and roll- moment are additive; whereas
induced drag and center of pressure (equations (28), (i?g)}and (30)) are
not. To find induced drag and center of pressure.for sumations of
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several types of loadings, the an coefficients can be added and
induced drag and center of pressure recomputed with equations (28),
(29)jm.d (30) with the total an values.
Control-surface loading characteristics.- The slope of the loading
distribution at any control-surface edge becomes infinite. From
equation (4),
Gt(6) =
I
IlanCos e
n=l
With any ~ of the control surfaces considered, G~(@) contains a term
of the type COS2 ?@
~
which series diverges and sums to infinity. Thus,
mathematically the loading distribution is vertical at these points:
however, in plots of loading distribution this vertical slope is hardly
discernible.
From the discussion of the previous section, the loading distribu-
tion for a given control~urfac~le distribution is additive with the
loading for auy other control+urfac~e distribution. As an example,
this gives a simple relation between idmard and outboard flaps (52=5=)
for the same value of 19.
()c% .5.-r outboard 2
(31)
Closed function for loading series.- The spanwise loading distribu-
tion due to control~urface deflection is somewhat unwieldy in the series
expansion. The Lnftiite series can be summed to a closed function
involving only elementary fumtions. The summation is mathematically
detailed in the appendix together with the closed functions of the
distributions of control surfaces considered.
~“-
The equations of the present theory (tabulated in
table I can be multiplied through by B to give compressible paramters
of aerodynamic coefficients and wing geometry. Then, subject to the
limitations of the linearized-compressible-flowequation, the theory
remains valid for low values of the parameter PA throughout the speed
range. Thus, at sonic speeds for which P is small, aspect ratio can
have moderate values.
.
.
1
.
.
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RESULTS
Comparison With Other Theories
.
.
‘The present theory is in accord with the results of reference 1 for
additional loading due to wing angle of attack as evaluated in table 1.
The additional loading lift coefficient and induced drag are identical
with the results of reference 3 for the triangular wing at the speed of
sound for any finite aspect ratio. Loading due to rolling and the
dampin~~oll coefficient tabulated in table I as determined by the
present theory are the same as that derived in reference 2 for the
triangular wing of zero aspect ratio.
Reference 1 indicates that, in the lowaspect-ratio range, the
aerodynamic characteristics dependent on s~wise loading vary mch less
with aspect ratio than do aerodynamic characteristics depndent on
chordwise loading. In the present report the values of ~C& and 13CZP
deviate, due to increasing values of ~~, from the results of other
theories and are given for several plan forms by comparing the present
theory with the subsonic theory of references 7 and 8 and shown in
figures 5 and 6, respective~. Figures 7 and 8 give the comparative
ranges of ~C~ and 13Ctp as gtven by supersonic~heory values of
references 9 and 10.
The range of PA that the present theory approximates caa be
Judged by the use of figures 5 through 8, and all span loading charac-
teristics that are givenby the present theory in additionto ~ and
Clp (e.g., CQj and C@ for control surfaces of low, compressible
aspect ratio and full+~hord control surfaces] are expected to be
equally accurate in this PA range. For supersonic speeds the plan form
influences more strongly the range of $A approximated by the present
theory. As seen in figures 7 and 8 only the pointed wings in supersonic
flow asymptotically approach the present theory, while blunt wimgs
approach the present theory more abruptly.
Figure Representation of Equations
The span loading distribution due to inboard or outboard flap
deflection with no differential in the flap sagles is given by letting
81 = 62 =bf in equations (24) and (25) and use of equation (4). Since
the poor convergence of the span loading series for control surfaces
requires that n be taken to the order of 30 f& the order of accuracy
shown in the plots, the closed function of the loading distribution
given in the appendix ad. the relation between inboard and outboard
flaps gfvenby equation (31) saves considerable computing time. The
symmetric spanwise loading due to inboard and outboard flap deflection
is given in figures 9(a) and 10(a), respectively, for several flap
spans. As presented, 5 is measured parallel to the plane of symmetry.
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For the limiting case of zero as~ct ratio or at the speed of sound for
moderate aspect ratio, G/5f is constant for any fraction of wing-chord .
control surface, provided the control surface itself is effectively of
low aspect ratio.
The fact that spanwise loading is independent of the chordwlse
position of a control-surfacehinge line is analogous to considering
that the effective change of wing angle of attack to change of control-
surface angle da/d5 is unity for all fractions of the wing chord.
Since da/d5 is unity, the use of da/d5 has little s@niffcance for
low~spect-ratio control surfaces considered in the present report.
The loading distribution due to inboard or outboard aileron deflec-
tion withno differential between the ailerons is given by letting
51 =42= ba in equations (24) and (25) end use of equation (4). The
antisymmetric load& due to inboard..oroutboard aileron deflection is
given by figures 9(b) and 10(b), respectively, for several aileron spans.
Presented also in figure 10 is the loading distribution for additional
loading and that due to rolling.
The induced drag coefficient of the wing due to inboard or outboard
control surfaces is presented in figure 11 as a function of control-
surface span.
1
The lift coefficient due to symmetrically deflected inboard or
outboard flaps is given by letting 81 = 82 = Sf in the respective
equations of”table I. Figure 12 gives the lift coefficient as a
function of flap span and shows greater lift obtained with inboard
flapsl
The rolling+mzent coefficient due to antis-trically deflected
inboard or outboard ailerons is givenby letting 51=–52 = ba in the
respective equations of table 1. Figure 13 gives the rollemmt
coefficient as a function of aileron span and shows greater rolling
moment obtained with outboard ailerons.
Basic loading depends on the twist of the whg. (!*er is equiva-
lent to twist if the slope of the man caniberline at the region of the
trailing edge is conside~d as the twist angle. For linear Washout or
washin, twist as givenby e(q) = Eolcos cpl, the loading distribution
givenby the respective equation of table I is plotted in figure 14. The
angle of twist at the wing tip given by- Go is positive for washout afi
negative for washin.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The theory developed herein will satisfactorily predict the span
loading of low-aspect-ratio wings that have all points of the trailing
.
.
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edge at or behind the upstream line of maxinmm span. The sam results
apply to moderat~spect~atio wings at the speed of sound wherever the
principles of the Iinearized+ompressibl&flow theory are acceptable.
Application of the theory shows that the spsmwise loading, such as
additional loading due to angle of attack, that due to rolling, basic
loading due to twist, and that due to arbitrary control surfaces of low
aspect ratio, is independent of plan form for the remge of wings c-
sidered.
For the plan forms having unswept trailing edges,the spanwise
loading is independent of the chordwise position of the control sur~ace
and depends only on the slope of the trailing edge. The total loading
due to csmiberdepends only on the slope of the trailing edge, provided
the curvature at the trailing edge is smsll compared with the slope.
For plan forms having swept trailing edge, the spanwise loading is
independent of chordwise position of control surfaces, provided control-
surface hinge line is at or ahead of a straight spau line through the
point of the maximum forward position of the trailing edge.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee
Moffett Field, Calif.,
for Aeronautics,
Aug. 15, 1949.
The
surfaces
is given
CLOSED
AI?PENDE A
FUNCTION?FOR CONTROL
LOADING DISTRIBUTION
spanwise loading distribution of the
SURFACE
loading due to control
can be put imto a closed function. The loading distribution
as the series
m
G(q) = I an sin ncp
n=l
where the
7
coefficients for the arbitrary control surface are given
in equation 22).
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W.thematics of the Series Sunmtlon
For a specified point 8 at which a discontinuity in angle of
attack occurs, the loading distribution is a function of two series
given by
(l(q)) = (* P{(e-:sti2e)stiq+
2[Cos’T d~’-) ‘-sin r@ sin n
n=2
w
sin e
I
cos n8 sin n
n=l ‘1}
n=2
(Al)
where the positive sign is taken for e measured at the left edge of
the wing section of angle of attack 5, an&the negative sign for e
masured at the r@ht edge of the wing section of angle of attack 5,
In order to present G(T) as a closed function, the indicated two
summations of equation (Al) must be made.
By the use of tr@nom&ric identities the two infinite series of
equation (Al) can be written, res~ctively, as
Let
n=2 n=2
2-L-1
n=2
2LI @.-l
n=2
(A3)
(A4)
.
.
.
.
b.
.
Then expressions (AZ?)and (A3) m the real and imginary parts of the
respective sumat ions given by
m
I &
n=2
and
n=2
With the series,
-(
tn(l~)= z+~2+. ..+ ~+....
)
(A5)
(A6)
expression (A5) can be put into equivalent elemmtary functions by the
following process:
co
I u’ z.Azz=i’svo Zn-l~dzdz “.
n=2 n=2
‘* JTT-’n(+dz
Similarly, expression (A6) becomes
1=- JT20 1-z Zn (1-2) dz
(A7)
(A8)
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With equation (Ah) equations (A7) and (A8) become, respectively,
m
L zn ( )~+ 22n21sin&; Sinzg+—=4n(@-l)
n=2
(i @lv+2sin21cos-%nY2 2 ) (A9)
and
I &l= ~( 2 + cos v) + sin$ COS-l sin{ +&-1
n=2
i (sin $-)
The summations of expression (A2)
of equation (A9) and are eqwl to
are obtained b~
(A1O)
taking the real part
.&nesinq) (All)
The s-tions of expression (A3) are obtained by taking the imaginary
part of equation (A1O) and me equal to
sin ~
*cosestiq -+sin9coscpln ~ -
e+
sin —2
I ( 2)(’3~Y)$cost3sincpln4 sin~ (A12)
..
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The quantity within the brackets of eqaution (Al) is equal to the
product of cos 6’ and expression (All) together with the product of
-sin 19 and expression (A12). The loading distribution becomes
where} as beforej the positive sign is takqp for f3 measured at the left
edge of the wing section of angle of attack 8, and the negative sign for
the right edge. Equation (AJ.3)canbe applied directly for the case of
control surfaces considered in the text.
TWO arbitrary control surfaces.-
[
1s~ y
~ (%-81) Sincp + (Cos q -G(cp)= ~ Cos 132)in
sin ~
L e=+CP 1
, sin —
(Cos (p-
2 !.
cos 191)2n
J
sti eL+ + .
2
r sin Q& .
~ (e4-e=)sincp + (COS q - cos e4) zn -q -
L
I 1
sh e~ 2
(Cos q- Tcos e3) Zn (A14)
sin y
symmetric spsnwise distrilltion of two control surfaces.-
G(~, (5.+52) ~e~=) Sti ~
[
e2up
=—
II .$ (COS q – co; e=) zn ‘h ~ -
sin ~
(Cos cp-
‘s@’&e
cos el)Zn
2 II+shy”
[
e2up
II
Cos 91+9Cos ~ I 1> (COS Cp + COS Cp2)h Cos 6H -(COS (p + COS cp~)zn —,. ~ Cos ~~ ,
-z-’ 2
(A15)
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Inboard control surfaces.-
. NACA TN 2011
G(,) = (*) (;-,l) s,.,+
.
l-sin Tcos (p h —
Cos q
1-
Outboard control surfaces.-
G(o=Me2A-nq+3-I
1+
1
(u6)
(A17)
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TABLE 1.- ~UATIONS FOR VARIOUS AERODYNAMIC CWTERISTICS
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Ffgure /. — Vortex sheet of Iow-aqowf-rotio wing and corre -
spono%ngogproximate two -o?hensiond vortex sheet. -
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Figure 2,- Won forms hovhg unswept trmi%ng edges t9pprooch-
ing zero aspect rotio by hcreosing Iongituohol coordinates
of plan forms.
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Arbitrary CO~O/ SurfOCes
Figure 3.- Plan form having snqot trailing edge showing. shaded
regions where choro’wise vmiotions of ungle of of tuck ure per-
missible in the present onulysis.
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Figure 4.- P/on forms approaching zero uspect
toin o comtmf leading-edge sweep tingle.
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Figure ~- GOmpOr&Ufl Of ijf~ - CW’V8 - S@e pUtW7?8~8~ @GLa,
with calculations of reference 7.
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Figure 6.- Comparison of damDh9 -h- fo~l PofQm@~W ~Gtp,
with c olculotions of referen ce 8.
.
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Fi@/f6 Z- Gwnparkon of lift-curve-slope purumete~ A’3CL=,
with colculotions of reference 9.
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Figure 8.- Gomporkm of dom@ng-in-roll porometer, @G2p,
with cohulotions of reference 9.
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(a) Symmetric flap deflection.
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(b) Antisymmetric ai/eron deflection .
Figure 9.- Wing semispun loading distribution, per radian, due to inhard con-
frol surfaces for vurious control-surface spuns.
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(u) Symmetric flup deflection.
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(b.) Antisymmefric aileron deflection.
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Figure /0- Wing semispan loading distribution
trol surfaces for various control-surface
per radian, due to outboard con- .
spans.
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Figure 11-induced @ag per rdion squore~ due f~ syn?ow’rkglly c?e-
flected flaps or wn’asymmetrically deflected ajler~os QS u funcfhn
of control-surface span.
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Figure M- Comporotive rol/ing moment per rodioq due to ontisymmetri-
colly deflected inboard or oufboord oilerons as o function of
olleron spun.
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Figure M- Wing semispon 100ding
symmetric lineor twist, d E. =
9 v .:
distribu{ioq per radiaq for wings with
~ 3r ar .
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